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Survey on student transfer finds both progress
and finger pointing

Insidehighered

Student transfer is an increasing priority for officials at two- and four-year
colleges alike, but they blame each other for flaws in the process. Experts
want them to focus on the students' needs.
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First-Day Info Sheets: A Tool to Prompt Semester-
Long Inclusive Teaching

PubMed Central (PMC)

What faculty do and say on the first day of class is crucial to establishing
and maintaining an inclusive learning environment for the duration of the
semester. First-day information sheets (“info sheets”) are commonly us…
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Start of Semester Survey Jessica Calarco Associate Professor of
Sociology, Indiana University In large classes, and especially with classes
meeting online, it is easy for students to feel lost in the crowd. My goal…
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Active Learning in Hybrid and Physically Distanced
Classrooms
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by Derek Bruff, Director If you’ve read Norman Clark’s hypothetical day in
the life of a physically distanced classroom, then you’ve probably started
to worry about how faculty and other instructor…
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Taking a Metacognitive Approach to Active
Learning | College STAR

Collegestar

After completing this module, readers will be able to: Describe the
relationship between metacognition and active learning Understand
several approaches to engaging students in active learning that fosters…
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